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ELEVATE ROPE CASE STUDY
Inbound Marketing Strategic Solution
Generated A Significant Increase Of Revenue
Growth & Brand Exposure Leading to Global
Market Share.
DURATION

SOLUTION

COMPANY STAGE

18 MONTHS

ENTERPRISE INBOUND MARKETING

STARTUP

OBJECTIVES
AT A GLANCE
Challenges
Regular customers
New Customers
Community building
Global Brand Awareness

Results
Brand Awareness
Revenue Growth
Thriving Jump Rope Community

Elevate Rope needs three E-commerce websites to promote both their
ropes and merchandise globally. After creation, traffic, leads, and sales
need to be generated. Ideally, using a tailored inbound marketing
strategy we get their sites in front of their perfect target audience and
help them build a buying, lasting ,and committed community around the
Elevate Rope brand.

SOLUTIONS
Jump ropes cater to a variety of audiences, so it's best to adjust the
marketing accordingly. First, we identified the target audience. Next, we
shifted our focus to their biggest desires and created a marketing
message speaking to those desires. Getting Fit, Having Fun While At It.
Some buyers might prefer details like a breakdown of workouts and jump
rope tricks while others, will be more interested in product development
and having a home (community) to come back to. We took the best of
both worlds and constructed an inbound marketing plan leading with a
personal brand (Geraldo Alken) to excite the audience and make lasting
relationships with the goal to create the biggest jump rope community to
date: The Elevate Family.

RESULTS
Brand Awareness

“When it comes to work rate we are all
equal, until you decide to up the pace
or go the extra mile.
Our mission is to provide individuals
with cutting-edge products and a
vehicle that enables people to
become the best versions of
themselves both physically and
emotionally no matter at what stage
they are in their journey ”

Geraldo Alken
Elevate Rope

The Elevate rope brand has seen a significant traffic increase of 1100%
over the past 12 months, ranking on the first page of google on a variety
of highly relevant and searched for keywords and having a following of
over 100k on Instagram backed up by an omnichannel ad strategy to
dominate their niche.

Revenue Growth
In terms of revenue growth, the brand has seen an increase of 2400%
over the past 12 months alone with no signs of slowing down. The brand
has joined the global ranks, is a leading player within the jump rope niche
and is now selling jump ropes in every contintent of the world. .

Thriving Jump Rope Community
Elevate's jump rope lessons are now one of the highest in demand on the
internet. Geraldo has a youtube channel with 100s of videos offering tips,
tricks, and strategies for getting leaner, faster, and stronger, having fun
while at it. Simultaneously, ‘The Elevate Family’ is now known as one of
the biggest Jump rope fitness communities in the worlg, having over 500
active representatives from every corner of the world.
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